
Hexafloat
 ManualBased on Open Island's proven modular design (DIY float platforms consisting of globalized industrial 

and consumer waste), we have now improved the multifunctional floating island design element. The 
HexaFloat enhances or eliminates several vulnerabilities of the original Open-Island low-tech solution.
Although the design with globally standardized transport pallets has proven to be an entry-level 
solution for the self-construction of floating islands, we recommend the new HexaFloat floating 
module as a basic element for permanent and professional use on inland waters of all kinds.

Open-Island (cc 2014, India) Open-Island 2.0 (cc 2018, Germany)
rectangular modules based on wood pallets  hexagonal modules made of stainless steel

> many small modules (1x1,4m europallets) > modules of maximum transportable size (19qm)
> Modules are bound in a grid > Hexagonal shape doesn´t require a grid
> Many pointy connections (fragile corners) > Hexagons are always connected to routes
> Material (wood) is weather-sensitive > Steel is durable and can be used everywhere
> Plastic bottles (buoyancy) can decompose > PE foam is permanently environmentally friendly
> ground statics for superstructures not calculable > large, statically calculable subareas

Knowing, that this blueprint is only a first orientation towards the construction of the Open-Source 
floating island system and in the following still requires several specifications in terms of materials, 
dimensions and bonding techniques, we herewith publish our knowledge and experience of the 
"Hexa-Float" Prototype, which was created at the makers4humanity-Lab 2018 and presented at the 
Maker-Faire Berlin.

The technique of combining several modules also is currently under development / testing and will be 
updated in the revised version of this manual. We cordially invite manufacturers and teams of various 
topics to share, improve and specify this open system for a wide variety of applications and locations. 

The HexaFloat Manual contains the following steps:

1. The frame
2. buoyancy body
3. Assembly and security parts
4. The deck
5. Interdisciplinary purposes

Construction of the Open-Island Building System

The Open-Island 2.0 modul e „HexaFloat“
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Hexafloat
 ManualThe floating is based on a hexagonal metal frame, which as a central unit brings together the buoyan-

cy of its floats (see Section 2) as well as the load-bearing capacity of the deck (see Section 4) and turns 
it into a statically calculable ground for different superstructures .

This frame is made up of two identical halves to ensure maximum module size while still being trans-
portable in regular traffic and transportation units. In contrast to earlier (galvanized or painted) steel 
constructions, we prefer V2 stainless steel, which is permanently weather-resistant and can be exten-
ded / adjusted in subsequent use with simple welding technology.

1.1 Construction plan HexaFloat frame
 Material: V2-stainless steel
 rectangular tube 40x60mm, thickness 2mm

1.2 Parts list for HexaFloat frame

Materials: 
rectangular tube V2-stainless steel 60x40mm / 2mm thickness
number and length of tubes per HexaFloat: 
6x 270cm
2x 390cm
2x 531cm
Stabilizing plates in the corners (material: V2, 2mm): 
4 Stk. 15x25 cm + 4 Stk. 15x15 cm
4 x M12 Allen screws / nuts with washers

Two-piece HexaFloat frame made of stainless steel

Rectangular tube can warp on these lengths, so 
that the halves may need to be fixed with screw 
clamps for screwing.
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surface/unit: appr. 9,25 sq.m.
HexaFloat total: 18,5 sq.m. 
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transport units:
2,35 x 5,35 m

To connect the two halves, 4 holes are drilled into 
the base of the trapeze, where the HexaFloat 
parts are firmly connected with (stainless steel) 
screws. (the connection, is optimal when the 
hollow body of the rectangular tube is not 
pressed in => inside 30mm holes, outside 14mm 
and then screw together inside the pipe.)

30mm

14mm

M12-Schrauben



Hexafloat
 ManualGlobalized civilization waste practically is a worldwide available raw material :-(

So far, building Open-Islands in India, we always started with collecting garbage on beaches and rivers, 
where countless plastic bottles came together, which we upcycled in various ways into buoyancy 
bodies. However, for the new HexaFloat floating module, we wanted to avoid plastic bottles, especially 
since we can not guarantee their long-term stability.

The research on suitable materials led us into the foam packaging industry, where 
countless cubic meters of closed-pore PE foam incurs daily as a production waste for
disposal (thermal utilization or landfills). This material is emission-free, 
environmentally friendly, permanently weather-resistant and constantly buoyant. 
(Please doublecheck with the data sheets of the producers!)

For the HexaFloat float pads, we therefore fill PE foam remnants in so-called „BigBags“
(Bulk transport bags), which are used, for example, in the building materials trade as well as in large 
bakeries (since they may be used as food packaging only once). Depending on the intended use 
(surcharge) of the respective HexaFloats, we now stuff more or less buoyancy material into 20 BigBags 
à 1 cubic meter, of which 2 each carry one leg of the hexagon and 8 are placed around the middle. (if 
you prefer to use larger BigBags, reduce them accordingly and arrange them evenly). The BigBags (= 
float pads) should not be filled to their fullest extent, so that they can adapt their shape to the static 
mounting structure.

2.1 Parts list of HexaFloat float pads
6 -10 m3 closed-cell polyethylene (PE) foams
20 BigBags à 1 m3 (or correspondingly larger / fewer)

2.2 Buoyancy calculation:
1 m3 PE foam displaces 1000 l of water = 1 t weight, minus 30 kg net weight = 970 kg buoyancy.
Since the foam remnants don´t �ll BigBags as a block, we calculate gaps of 30-40%.
And we �ll the BigBags only to 2 thirds so that they carry about 400 kg: 20 BigBags provide 8 tons of buoyancy.
Since the HexaFloat (loaded) should also have a freeboard of about 30 cm (deck above waterline), a HexaFloat 
can carry a gross load of 5 tons of weight, superstructure and visitors.

If you want to �oat more weight you have to stu� more into the BigBags or (better) combine several HexaFloats. 
In general, it must be ensured that a single HexaFloat can of course tip over if the center of gravity of the ballast 
is too high and there is a corresponding swell or wind load.

Per HexaFloat up to 20 floating pads are used.

One side of the float pads must remain easily to 
open for dismantling, so that water quickly can be 
drained away.
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Hexafloat
 ManualWith the float pads (buoyancy) and the two-piece metal frame (static fixture), the essential compo-

nents of the HexaFloat are now available for final assembly.
However, this can prove cumbersome if you try to mount a HexaFloat on land and then lift it into the 
water as a whole. Therefore, we have developed the following assembly process, (incidentally anticipa-
tes other potential problems) which can be accomplished with 2 - 6 strong and capable persons:

1.) We connect 2 transport nets of 2.5 x 5m (trailer transport safety nets) with sturdy straps, so that an 
area of   5x5m is available. (a fishing net of that size can also be used.)

2.) We position the 20 float pads in hexagonal arrangement with 2 pads per side and 8 pads in the 
middle. (Can be varied.) Then we position the HexaFloat metal frame on top with the float pads always 
centered under the metal struts so that their buoyancy is transferred to the frame. (This will not be 
possible everywhere and with the planned combination of several HexaFloats the float pads should be 
inside the frame anyway ...)

3.) Between the float pads and the metal frame, we push wooden beams from 4x6 cm thickness every-
where, where the float pads would later push up freely, and fix them with sturdy band (no tape) on the 
frame. (Wood is not weather-resistant at this location close to the water, which is why we are already 
working on a better upcycling solution with upcycled car tire parts ...)

4.) Now we pack a bundle from the many individual parts by pulling up the transport net on the sides 
and fastening it with sturdy tape to the loops of the BigBags as well as to the metal frame. Also in the 
middle, between the bags, we tie up the transport net. This keeps the float pads in place and we can lift 
the whole construction into the water.

4b) If there are not enough people to water the HexaFloat as a whole, you´ll have to work in 3 steps: 
First, put the (interconnected) float pads into the water and then connect them into a provisionally 
stable shape with the wooden beams. Finally, you place the metal frame on top (can even be added in 
2 halves and mounted on water) and fix it in position. Along the edge, a safety rope connecting the 
frame with the net and Big Bag loops at many points is recommended for every floating installation.

3.1 Parts list HexaFloat Assembly and security parts

2x transport net 2.5 x 5 m or strong �shing net (this also prevents eventual leakage of �oat pads)
Approximately 8x 3m beams 4x6cm + mounting screws (for buoyancy to be transferred to the metal frame)
Appr. 100m stable, weatherproof rope (2mm) for tensioning the net (and �xation of �oat bags and beams)
For water installation add 50m rope (about 6mm) to bind net and BigBags to the frame.

"HexaFloat" assembly with transport net and additional 
static absorption (wooden beams) of the buoyancy bodies.
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Hexafloat
 ManualFor the HexaFloat prototype, we first built a terrace deck made of larch planks. Of course, from this step 

on the construction of the HexaFloats differs significantly depending on the planned purpose of the 
floating module. In the case of a garden, the earth (with a separating layer and capillary irrigation 
system) will fill directly into the interstices, between the float pads and an energy island can do 
without the expensive terrace covering as well. However, a variety of individual applications will be 
developed by different users, that hopefully share their learnings and manuals with the decentral 
Open-Island community. Here is the blueprint for our standard HexaFloat prototype:

4.1 Construction plan HexaFloat terrace deck
If the static substructure is prepared properly, the larch floorboards can just be laid on top in segments 
and will hold by their own weight. For this purpose, 5-7 planks are screwed together with galvanized 
perforated rails, which are arranged so that they fit into the frame and thereby define the position of 
each panel.

 

4.2 Parts list of HexaFloat terrace deck

Material: 150 meters larch planks (14.5cm width and at least 28mm thick)
5liters linseed oil varnish for surface treatment
40 m galvanized perforated rails and approx. 200 screws with washers

Our terrace deck made of Nordic larch

Instead of wood, of course, other materials can be 
used for a deck such as rubber mats, aluminum 
composite and plastic plates or other materials.
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Also the bridge can 
be made easily with 
perforated rails and 

wood planks. However, 
diagonals must be 

incorporated to prevent 
shearing strain.



Hexafloat
The general idea of   the open-source HexaFloat construction system is to present a basic construc-
tion element for freely combinable floating islands. The collective fund of experience of many 
decentral construction teams developing their individual Open-Islands with different purpo-
ses will build up a widespread repository of ideas, best practises and manuals for individual 
applications. Our long-term scenario is a full set of open-source manuals for autarkic, sustai-
nable living on selfmade floating islands.
This collaborative process will be moderated, supported and disseminated by the 
makers4humanity community, that currently is working on Open-Islands with specific 
functions in the following areas:

5.1. Flow gardens
With his "future-islands", German artist Joy Lohmann had developed self-watering systems for 
floating gardens in 2009.  Now, this system will be implemented into the adaptable floating green-
house concept „FlowGarden“. in Hanover/Germany.

5.2. Energy platform
On lakes, there is a lot of space, so solar collectors are well suited to secure the energy needs of floating 
islands. Wind turbines can also be mounted as well as small hydroelectric power plants on rivers.

5.3. Leisure Island
The use of floating platforms is very popular in the leisure industry (from water sports to floating 
stages at festivals to houseboats and floating restaurants). Open-Island is mobile and can be used 
temporarily at events or - in combination with Tiny-Houses - lead to a new alternative form of living.

5.4. Floating school
At our continuous Open-Island location in Germany, the use of a growing open-island in a multi-
disciplinary educational network is planned. We are currently working on the operator concept and are 
looking forward to connect with further educational partners in the early planning stage.

5.5. Research platform
In particular, through the decentralized, interdisciplinary Open-Island network, we expect a rapid 
increase in open knowledge for floating installations of all kinds, which will be presented online and 
open-source on suitable platforms of likeminded partners.

We hope to have inspired and encouraged you to build a floating island by yourself, and join our 
caring, sharing Open-Island community.

Have fun and success,.Ahoy from Joy.

Sociable stress test at the MakerFaire Berlin 2018

It is child's play to develop larger visions and 
systems from the modular construction system.
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